How to use
product feedback
to boost customer
experience
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Introduction
In order for businesses to compete in the online world, they need to win on
customer experience. It’s now rare that a single company will take a
monopoly on any others based solely on product features. According to
Gartner, 89% of businesses are expected to compete mainly on customer
experience. and in 2019 more than 50% of organizations will redirect their
investments to customer experience innovations.
What’s more, improving customer experience doesn’t just have an impact on
how you’re able to compete with competitors, but on your revenue too.
Dimension data stated that 84% of organizations try to improve their
customer experience (CX) in order to increase revenue.
We spoke with experts from product management and customer experience
in leading companies to better understand how product feedback can be
used to improve customer experience.
In this ebook, you’ll learn:
Why it’s important to actually ask for feedback from your customers
How to build products and features based on real customer
The bene t of understanding user sentiments
How customer care coincides with product and branding
Why continuous feedback drives continuous growth
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Customer experience &
product value
Before you can understand why customer experience acts as your product
value, it’s important to know what it actually is.
Customer experience can be a selling point, when you do it
properly. Customers don't just care about what product or service you sell,
but also how you do it.
Consumers, whether B2B or B2C, don’t mind when businesses aren't perfect.
What they appreciate more is how a business handles customer feedback.
Being proactive in the way you handle customer complaints and suggestions
when it happens can set your business up for success.

96%
of respondents in Microsoft's recent survey said
customer service plays a role in their choice of
and loyalty to a brand.
From a higher perspective, customer experience includes everything from
discovering your product or service, to using it, to repurchasing it and even to
recommending it to their friends.
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We reached out to Buzz Archer, product manager at Atom Tickets, an awardwinning app that allows users to nd the perfect movie, showtime and order
tickets all within the same platform. He de ned good customer experience
within his company as when the customer feels the same sense of surprise
o ine that they felt throughout the entire digital experience. Their platform is
only one part of the process. They want to improve customer experience
throughout the entire process - during any interaction.
A common misconception of customer experience is that it is the support
agents' duty. But customer experience isn’t simply to do with when things go
wrong, it’s embedded in every part of your business. Whenever a user
interacts with your company in any way, they’re going through some sort of
customer experience. It’s up to you to decide how that looks for each user
you work with.
With many SaaS products reaching a saturation point, your customers care
less about what is “new” and instead put emphasis on what is good. When
your company focusses on launching the next exciting feature before trying
to improve the way existing products work and the customer journey, you
might be faced with a hit back.
Think about it, your customers accepted your company as their one of
choice. Now, what they want from you is for the features they initially signed
up to be working well. So focus on your customers' problems rst. According
to research by New Voice Media, feeling unappreciated is the #1 reason
customers switch away from products and services.
Prioritize your customers' need and listen to what they say about your
product, then you’ll nd that potential customers who mirror their
demographic and behavioral attributes are much easier to win over.
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How to tackle CX
Good customer experience essentially boils down to knowing what your
customers like and need and giving it to them.
As separate parts, each department in the company plays a role in delivering
exceptional customer experience. Your design department, for example,
should work on making sure your product is aesthetically pleasing and easy
to navigate for those using it. Your marketing team should focus on
delivering content experiences that allow your customers to excel. Each
department plays a separate role and when starting out it might not seem as
much, but when you couple all processes together, you will be recognized as
a company who puts the experience of the customer at the center of priority.

Joelle Waksman, head of Customer Experience from Calendly, a meeting
scheduling tool perfect for inviting external people, has more than 10
channels to gather customer feedback and offer customer support. This
gives them abundant information to understand product and usability issues
as well as keeping on top of market preference and potential development
ideas.
Not only this, but they really discuss and analyze the customer feedback win
their monthly cross-function meetings. Ensuring customer-centricity and
allowing the entire company to move forward based on real-life customer
needs.
Share to
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Although, on the surface, it seems simple, actually improving your customer
experience is a complicated task. The only easy way to go about it is when
the entire company comes together to make it part of the business ethos.
In a Gartner survey report, 64% of the people nd customer experience more
important than price when making a purchase. In crowded markets, like
software and retail, it’s almost safer to bet on competing in CX than on price.
When you collect and listen to your Voice of Customer (VoC) data, you take
your customers’ feedback about their experience with your product and
iterate on what does or doesn’t work. By carefully monitoring the level of
your customers’ satisfaction score you can increase retention, drive growth
and address customer needs in a much more focused and impactful way.
Instead of spending time working on features and ideas your customers
don’t actually care for that much.
We want you to be armed with the ability to make informed decisions about
what you should and shouldn’t work on. In the next chapter, we will take a
look at strategies and tactics you should take to get the necessary customer
data and implement it in your process and organization.
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How to engage customers and
enhance their experience
When you elicit feedback from your customers, the ultimate goal should be
for your engagements with them to lead to increased value for their
experience.
First, you need to understand customer behavior and particularly the whys.
Track their interactions with your product, and match that to what they say.
More details on creating an easy-to-respond feedback environment later.
Second, you need to use the insights you’ve gathered to build meaningful
features and products. A hack to prioritize customer requests is to look at
user sentiments. This means taking what they say and understanding the
reasons behind why they’re saying and their feelings behind the words.
Fully utilizing customer care functions and enhancing the operation of your
support team should also be alongside this. It’s not about just using
customer feedback to improve your business but to improve their ultimate
success too. Finally, when you ensure these processes are a continual and
integral part of your business, you’ll have a platform that allows you to
consistent gather feedback to improve your products for the entire lifespan
of your business.
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Asking for feedback is not that easy
You might be fortunate enough to have some customers willingly provide you
with feedback even without asking them for it. However, for most SaaS
companies, you need to explicitly ask your users the questions you need
answers to.

You might be fortunate enough to have some customers willingly provide you
with feedback even without asking them for it. However, for most SaaS
companies, you need to explicitly ask your users the questions you need
answers to.
Asking customers for feedback doesn’t mean you have to implement every
single idea they offer. After all, you could be faced with con icting ideas. But
even if you receive feedback that you can’t act on now (or ever), reach out to
the customers who provided you with the ideas and tell them the reasons
why. They’ll appreciate knowing that their ideas matter.
When dealing with unhappy customers, Mariel Argonza, Customer Success
lead at Hubspot, stated that active listening and question-asking leads to
effectively communicating with unsatis ed customers while simultaneously
building trusted advisor status over time.
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When you have an interaction with a customer, they should end the
conversation knowing how to do the thing they were struggling with. Not
only that, but you should leave them feeling empowered because you’ve
taken the time to help them achieve something they weren’t able to do
before.

We at Usersnap had feedback from a customer that simply stated he was
delighted and received a good initial impression from us just because our
product asked for his feedback and he appreciates brands that value
customer inputs. This highlights how rare it is for customers to actually be
asked for their feedback on a product or business.
Knowing this puts you in a better position compared to your competitors if
you make customer feedback a crucial part of your product development.

Asking the right questions, at the right time
When you do ask for feedback, it's imperative that you ask the right questions
at the right time. A customer who has just made their rst purchase is very
different from a customer at risk of churn. Tailor the types of things you ask
for in the right way for the right customers will impact the response rate
greatly. When a customer has just signed up, ideally you want to know what
made them sign up, you want them to tell you what the onboarding process
was like and you want to know what made them choose you over a
competitor. A pragmatic hack for you: compare new customers' feedback
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with those inactive customers at risk of churn and investigate the
differences and changes between. With the insight at hand, you want to
better understand the reasons why they use the product less and whether
there are things you could do or implement that would make them more
successful or encourage the use of the product.

Collect feedback with event triggers
"In-the-moment" feedback is one of the best ways to obtain honest and
unbiased customer feedback. What this means is when customers or users
use a speci c feature or complete a certain task, there is immediately a
feedback form to ask them to re ect on the precise experience.
You can do this is by using event triggers set up in your product or connect
with an external feedback tool. Here are some use cases with Usersnap for
you to consider.

1. Exit intent feedback pop-up
You shouldn't be too unfamiliar with
this. Upon detecting users leaving the
website/browser, a small and simple
feedback window can be triggered for
one last chance of engagement
attempt. If users respond positively to
the feedback rater, you can slide in an
additional section. A common practice
is to ask them to subscribe to your
newsletter.
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2. Noti cation attached feedback
Most users are already receiving noti cations from your product every day,
whether it's to inform them about certain events, like a new message from
their colleagues or a reminder of items in their shopping basket. Why not
take advantage of this interaction and ask for customer feedback?
Just simply embed a quick feedback eld or raters and you can learn so
much more about your customers' preferences. And customers are more
likely to give feedback when they feel nature about your approach. If system
noti cation is already implemented in your product, this is a great way to
gather feedback without disturbing the customer journey.

3. Personalization algorithm ratings
Net ix has been asking users to rate the likings of suggested shows for a
long time. This helps them to advance their algorithm and make more
accurate predictions for customers. And the users are totally on board with
giving ratings and helping the product improve.
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4. Transactional emails
It's always good when customers pay up, and it's also a good timing to get
some insights. You can add a NPS (Net Promoter Score) survey to your
transaction emails or create a screen after the payment for customers to
share their feedback.
Don't stop there, you can ask different questions at different customer
touchpoints - customers making recurring purchases or reach particular
usage milestones will provide other sorts of knowledge. The more
information you collect, the better you understand your customers' behaviors
and their needs.
5. Help page CSAT score
Customers going to the help page or seeking support services are very
fragile. The outcome is either amazing - they found the perfect solution and
is very satis ed with your company, or terrible - your product or service does
not meet their expectations and they can not complete the job of desire.
When customers are frustrated and need to let their emotions out, they
would often turn to rant on social media. Which is bad. So the best practice
is to always follow up and reach out yourself, ahead of their other sources,
to get their opinions and feedback. A simple CSAT (Customer Satisfaction)
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score using the star raters can help you assess if your help page article is
informative or if your support agents are provided a good enough
experience. It would also be able to capture that potential PR disaster,
allowing you to put out the re before it blows up.
6. Churning customers
Lowering churn rate is most SaaS companies' KPI. One of the best way to
understand why customers leave is to directly question them. We at
Usersnap have implemented churn customer micro-surveys to nd out what
our product is lacking and how to develop impactful new features. And
although these customers are dropping out, 94% of them would respond to
the feedback request and write invaluable comments to help us improve.
Some customers even state their willingness to come back!

To read more details of how we did it, here's a blog post about it.
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Product development based
on VoC (Voice of Customer)
Once you have your feedback, you need to do something with it. With so
much competition int the SaaS industry, you need to nd ways to
differentiate yourself. It falls down to the idea that it’s not what you sell but
how you sell it.
Sending an email simply stating your new feature update will be less
effective than sending an email that states how you came to the idea for the
speci c feature based on your customers’ feedback. Again, it links back to
the fundamentals that listening to your customers and showing them that
you’ve listened is the key to long term success.
Part of your product development process might involve looking at current
trends in the market or analyzing your competitor's features. But only using
this approach limits the success you can achieve. Without making your
customers’ feedback the core part of your production process, you’re not
putting them rst. Putting your customers’ rst means constantly looking at
your own product to assess whether it actually meets their needs and helps
them solve their problems. In many cases, the product you set out to build
could navigate away from that initial idea and develop into something new.
This usually happens when you amass a large proportion of customers who
have individual needs that differ from your original ideas.
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Buzz Archer stated that by keeping a pulse on customers’ needs and
preferences through qualitative and quantitative research, you’re able to
reach a virtuous cycle. Qualitatively you can send out NPS surveys and
monitoring app reviews while also talking with customers. Quantitatively
Atom Tickets pulls data from their funnel to come up with further hypotheses
to understand why speci c things are happening. They then use user
feedback to validate (or invalidate) their ideas to ensure they’re working on
things their customers want. They prioritize all this feedback the same way
they approach their product. Every feedback request is public for all company
employees through internal systems that give everyone a clear idea of the
various customer journeys through the platform.

Even if you’re a B2B business, remember you’re building a product for
humans. What humans need more than anything is communication with
other humans. Your user research and customer feedback should be the
foundation of your product development process and the conversations you
have with your customers shouldn’t be all automated. Real conversations
lead increased engagement and deeper relationships with the people who
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keep your business running. It’s an entire team approach that needs different
departments to speak with customers at different stages. They can then use
this information to input their own ideas into the product ideation process.
You also want to take a varied approach to the types of customers you speak
with. It’s no use only speaking with your loyal customers as you limit the
information you can gather and end up with a skewed idea of how your
product actually solves your customer's needs.
A customer-centric company means having actually customer interactions
within the product development process. There is no point spending months
conducting sprints to nally ask for feedback after the fact. What if your
customers aren’t happy with what you’ve produced or what if they’d preferred
you worked on something else rst. Building a great product comes with
many people offering many ideas.
Raluca Bujoreanu, senior product manager at Zalando, the largest online
fashion shopping destination in Europe, shared how they would put together
a diversed team from various departments to join the project workshop for
new product ideation and research. It is also important for them to be able to
build a prototype in a short timeframe. This allows them to get initial user
testing feedback and make iterations timely. With this crucial step in place,
they can safeguard product requirements and usability designs are matching
user needs.

5x
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Getting customer feedback is one of the best ways to understand if your
ideas are on the right track and prioritize tasks. Here's a recap of the
methods mentioned above for embedding VoC to your product development
process, speci cally the ideation and development stages.
- Document customer requests
Documenting all your customer suggestions and feature requests gives the
entire product team an easy way to better weigh and prioritize development
projects and plan their roadmaps.
- Conduct customer interviews
At Usersnap, we use our blog to get user interviews from potential
customers. This is a great way for us to identify the real motivations from the
people we hope will sign up for our product.
- Perform user tests
Reach back out to those customers that willingly gave suggestions for them
to try prototypes. These tests will give you a solid indication of productmarket t.
- User feedback validation
Include feedback widgets to your staging website
or application to automate the feedback process.
Users can easily share if they like your new design
or not. It's also simple for you to manage and
analyze the collected information.
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Understanding user
sentiments
Once you’ve conducted your research, you may have a clear picture of your
customers’ pains and expectations. Or you may feel overwhelmed with the
information. A good approach to dissect the large amount of customer
feedback is to monitor sentiment.
What is user/customer sentiment? Sentiment is the emotion behind the
opinions of users or customers. Sentiment analysis is to measure and
process the text language and linguistics to systematically identify and
extract subjective information.
Sentiments are usually categorized into three spectrums: positive, neutral
and negative. Usersnap’s sentiment cloud captures the keywords of the
feedback, and allows you to sort by the sentiment to exhibit the different
concerns. Here’s an example.
Negative:
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Buzz, from Atom Tickets, offered his insight into how they capture
customers’ hearts. Buzz stated that, from inception, Atom Tickets exists to
make it easier for friends to get together and watch a lm. By putting their
customers rst, they’re able to continuously improve their product by making
the movie-going experience easier and more accessible for everyone. The
key point to note here is that Atom Tickets focuses on the problems their
customers have and not their products. By doing this, they’re able to make
informed decisions about their product and as a result, they’ve been able to
expand their platform to almost 22,000 screens across Canada and the US.
Keep in mind that different customer segments should have different
customer experience journeys. You cannot create one customer experience
for every type of user. You’ll have promoters - people who use your product
often and regularly talk positively about your business. But you’ll also have
people who are struggling to make the most out of your product and need
additional support. The customer experience journey you create for these
two types of people should be different and cater to their own user
sentiments. This way you’ll ensure that every user, no matter their stage
gains value from the feedback and research you’ve gathered.
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In order to ll the gap between what customers want and what the company
can actually offer, the Calendly team also spends a lot of time in their Idea
Portal before any product or business meetings. Joelle says they’re lucky in
the sense that their user base is largely very vocal about their needs.
Because of their excellent customer support team, they’re able to
communicate these ideas with every department of the company. This way
when product managers suggest ideas to customer support, they already
know how happy their users will be when it’s live.
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Customer care is more
important than ever
Customer care (aka customer success, customer experience management or
customer service) is a strategy that coincides with both your product and
your branding. You cannot just say that you care about your customers, it
should be evident throughout every interaction your users and potential users
have with your organization. 70% of American consumers would prefer
spending more money with companies who provide excellent customer
service. So it’s crucial that you get this part of the process right.
When you interact with customers - even when it’s not to gather feedback you should take an open, and honest approach and be personable. As we’ve
stated, you’re dealing with other humans and humans like to deal with
humans too. Even if they’re not reaching out to you speci cally about your
product, see if there is still a way for you to help them. If you need to take
time to come up with a suitable suggestion or solution, don’t leave them
hanging... let them know. They’ll appreciate the honesty and will be less likely
to feel ignored.
If you need to assess your customer care abilities, look at your internal
metrics. What do your NPS scores look like? What is the trend of your
customer satisfaction score? And how do they compare against each other?
You may want to consider using a feedback tool like Usersnap to have these
metrics automatically displayed. When your team has readily accessible
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insights, it is easier for them to take actions.

Looking at things like rst response time and resolution is a great indicator
of how strong your support and quality assurance systems are. If your rst
response times are higher than you’d like it could be down to a few things.
First, you might not have enough support personnel to cover the number of
support requests your company receives. Second, your support personnel
might not have enough experience to handle the inquires.
For example, if the number of interactions before resolution’ is super high,
you need to work out ways for you to solve your customers’ issues quicker
and more effectively. If it’s taking too much time to solve your customers’
issues, it might be a case that your support team need further support from
the product team or support in the form of additional training.
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From there, you want to tie this all together to increase and improve your
revenue. By looking at upselling frequency, you can identify what percentage
of customers sign up to a paid plan after nishing their trial. You might not
think these metrics are important but it does have a strong impact on the
total revenue your company receives.
At Hubspot, Mariel suggested that the idea of value will differ from customer
to customer. Essentially, customer success needs to de ne and realize what
those values are for each type of customer. It involves having a problemsolving mindset to gure out what your customers want and how your
product can help them get it. In regards to creating a good customer
experience, Hubspot goes beyond the customer’s experience with Hubspot
as a software but also considers their pre-purchase attitudes as well as the
renewal experience. Customer success is only one part of the pie - and not
just about one support ticket or call with a customer support representative.
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Continuous feedback drives
continuous growth
Creating an ongoing feedback loop allows you to consistently measure the
performance of your product. You can easily manage this via tools like
Usersnap to build website or in-app raters, micro-surveys and feedback popups and streamline feedback collection to one location. This is especially
valuable in assisting new product ideation processes or discovering up-sell
opportunities.
Sean Ellis, CEO at Qualaroo, says the best practice for e-commerce testing
screen ows or customer journeys is to ask for qualitative customer
feedback based on speci c customer events and behaviors to support the
tests. In an interview with Ecommerce In uence he shared one awesome
example of how to build an extensive VoC dataset for an e-commerce client
and utilize these powerful insights to iterate their check out process, the
result was a whopping 300% growth in more paying customers.
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So, you already understand that your customers needs change regularly, and
so does your company. By implementing a consistent feedback loop you can
ensure you drive continuous growth. What matters to your customers today
might not matter to your customers tomorrow. Forward-thinking companies
are the ones who understand this and use it to their advantage.
Although increasing personal interactions with your customers is something
di cult to scale. But using the right tools and managing a proper balance for
automated feedback and survey distribution, you can get a meaningful
amount of feedback with a purpose and action plan. By ensuring you develop
a customer-centric company will certainly put you leagues ahead of your
competitors.
Buzz stated that feedback is important if you want to view your products and
features objectively. Without it, you’re unable to make data-backed informed
decisions. Ongoing innovations require and rely on a continuous feedback
loop that allows you to better retain to expand into markets without hindering
the ways you interact with your customers.
Feedback matters if you want to transform and create a better customer
experience. Collecting customer feedback also helps you to stay near your
customers' pains (and delights of course) and allow you to investigate at the
right place. Understand why and where customers are struggling in your
digital experience and how to make it better.
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Best practices
Actively measure and invest in CX
If your aim is to improve your customers’ satisfaction, focusing on your
customer experience should be the rst thing you do. Taking an active
approach to measuring and investing in projects that boost CX is a sure- re
way to see success.

Experience is about “how” not “what”
When it comes to customer experience, remember it’s more about the ‘how’
than it is the what. You might decide to add a link to your help docs on your
products main page. Now, you know the “what”: adding a link to your
product’s homepage, but thinking about the “why” will help you drive your
decisions and assess whether they’re useful for your customers. If you’ve
spoken to your customer support team who mentioned that when they hit
“contact” they could never nd the help docs, then it makes more sense to
put the link to the documents on the contact page instead of the homepage,
as this is where your customers want to see it.

Identify problems with customers not by yourself
We’ve mentioned that customer experience involves the entire business -and it does. But as much as it involves the business, it involves your
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customers too. Working on your customer support in silos makes little to no
sense as you miss out on vital feedback you could gain from working with
your customers to identify problems and potential bottlenecks.

Find specific customer representatives to work with
When working with your customers, try to pick out speci c customer
representatives you can work with. Get a mixture of customer types of
pro les so you get a holistic view of how all your customers view your
products and your business. Second to that, be sure that when you utilise
customer feedback you do so in order to make your customers more
successful in their roles and not just to justify your desired product features.

Validate ideas hypothesis and developments
Because you’re validating ideas with your customers, you’re able to set up
hypotheses that actually mean something and are weighted by real opinions
from your customers. From there, set KPIs based on real customer
experience instead of measuring the performance of the product. Measuring
your products’ performance should be a separate activity you do and not part
of your overall customer experience strategy.

Identify and set meaningful CX KPIs
If you’re a B2B SaaS company looking to get started with customer
experience or want to take it more seriously, take a leaf out of Calendly’s
book. The three things they pay the most attention to are empathy,
transparency and e ciency. This way they’re able to level with their users as
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well as share the information in an honest way. When everyone in your
company is a product expert, you’re able to better de ne and produce
solutions for any customer issues. By letting your customers know that
you’ve accepted their issue and are working towards nding the best
solution, you’re allowing yourself to grow as a company.

CX strategy from top to bottom
To wrap things up, make sure your CX strategy goes from top to bottom and
involves all stakeholders. Second, ensure your product feedback is a
continual process. Your customers change constantly, as do their needs. It’s
important you manage to nd ways to elicit feedback on a consistent basis
to understand how and why your customer’s needs are changing and what
your product and business can do to support that.
By being empathetic and human, you can really connect with people who not
only want you to do well in your business - but what your business to
succeed in order for them to make the most out of it.
Customer experience is a long, but rewarding game. Are you ready to play?
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Gearing up
Usersnap is a customer feedback tool helping online businesses to manage
digital experience and collect high-quality feedback within the products.
You can measure and collect all sorts of customer feedback, such as CSAT
and NPS ratings to screenshots and feature suggestions. Style your
feedback widget to match your brand and ask speci c questions according
to what kind of feedback you want to gather.

We believe feedback-driven companies build the best products, and we
want to enable you with that power. Use the insights to prompt decisions and
actions for improving your website, software, shop or platform.
Get in touch today for a demo or sign-up for a 15-day free trial.
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In-product feedback allows users to provide their most honest opinion. To
further facilitate the quality and accuracy of the feedback, Usersnap can
capture screenshots and let users draw, pinpoint and highlight on the screen
to fully demonstrate the issue or suggestion.
Canva, an online graphic design and publishing tool with over 15 million
users, implemented Usersnap to streamline feedback and improve
communication e ciency. Since adopting Usersnap, they have raised
customer satisfaction and encourage 215% more customer feedback
globally.

"Usersnap helped us shorten the customer support cycle and thus
plays an important role in maintaining and improving the usability
of our product."
- Joscha Feth from Canva
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Manage the feedback with Usersnap by sending the tickets to your customer
success team via Zendesk, or to your IT and developers via Jira, and send to
Slack for everyone in the company to read - this is how to democratize
feedback and drive customer-centricity.
Usersnap supports 20+ integrations, see the full list here >
Analyze and understand the voice of customers easily with the trend reports
and sentiment analysis in Usersnap dashboard. Categorize the feedback to
identify development ideas and prioritize for your roadmap planning.
Feedback is more valuable with Usersnap.

"With more than 22,000 tickets and feedbacks, our team was able
to improve the user experience significantly." - Hawaii Airlines
Want to have more happy customers?
Sign up for a 15-day FREE trial >
Or get a personalized demo >
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We start all our ideas by focussing
on the customer and how we can
solve their problems.

Raluca Bujoreanu
Senior Product Manager at

Why do you think a great digital customer experience is important?
I believe that the customer is crucial for creating any digital experiences.
Within Zalando we’re always seeking out ways to add real value for our
customers that exceed their expectations. In order to do that effectively,
though, you need to build consistency into how you treat your customers –
doing so will allow you to make a real difference for each customer you have
as well as give you a competitive edge in your industry.
Before we build or implement any new product or feature, we think about the
customer rst and try to put ourselves in their shoes.
It all comes down to making sure you deliver on your customers’ promises
while also creating memorable shopping moments by building real
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relationships with your customers.
Zalando is reaching maturity (11 years in business) in the business and
because of this, building relationships with customers is super important to
continue growing at the same rate. By engaging with customers at different
touchpoints, we’re able to create an environment where customers are loyal
and happy to come back. Resulting in an overall positive experience for the
customers and a positive outlook on the business.
How do you and your team come up with new ideas for product and
experience related strategies?
At Zalando, we start all our ideas by focussing on the customer and how they
can solve their problems.
By combining customer experience with innovation strategies, you can drive
innovation through products and features by creating things your customers
want and need.
We use a process called Double Diamond that starts with the why and the
how. Why do we want to build the features and how will we begin building
them? Throughout the discovery phase, we focus on the needs of our
customers and the pain points we want to address. We use a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative ideas to base all our decisions on.
To collect customer ideas we use in-app/on-site feedback and the Net
Promoter Score (NPS). For the former, customers send their suggestions,
feedback and thoughts as they’re browsing the website. For NPS, we send
surveys to speci c isolated user groups from our customer base.This data
allows us to understand how
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customers interact with the features as well as the pains and frustrations
they might feel.
This isn't everything, though. We ask our customers (and internal teams)
directly for ideas as to how Zalando can better serve them throughout the
entire customer journey. These ideas are evaluated, organized and
conducted through sprints to ensure that we have a scalable way to manage
all the insights. When implementing new ideas from customer feedback, it is
also important to A/B test different options to see which variant will perform
best. Often, you don’t know why a customer decided they want a speci c
function so seeing the performance of different options helps to optimize for
the best solution.
Improving customer experience is the goal and responsibility of the entire
company, what are some best practices in your experience for collaborating
across teams to drive CX initiatives or implementations?
Customer experience has the best results when it’s a company-wide effort.
When left solely to one team without input from the rest of the employees,
you’ll struggle to get a complete 360° view of what your customers really
think.
At Zalando, product creation and customer experience don’t just fall to the
tech department. We aim to involve as many departments as needed
throughout the whole process to get different perspectives from
stakeholders with speci c knowledge or insights. This is effective for the
business as it’s a much more time-e cient way to get things done, the right
way. By gathering all perspectives and implementing ideas through sprints,
we can build prototypes quickly and release them for customers' feedback
and improvements.
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When it comes to deciding which stakeholders or departments need to be
involved in a speci c project, we tend to go back to the initial phase to
understand which pain points we are trying to solve for the customers and
then ensure the relevant people from each department are invited to
participate. So whether we need the product managers from tech or a design
representative all comes down to what we’re trying to build and why.
This process runs through the entire company. For example, when we have
been redesigning the homepage and we invited several stakeholders from
various teams to collaborate on the project. The user testing step is also
essential, as we consider our users/customers to be a big part of our team
and process. We learn whether our hypotheses and ideas matched
customers’ expectations by understanding their feedback on the user
experience.
You’ve also worked on Zalando Lounge products, what is the key difference
between Zalando (Shop) and Lounge? Why and how are the different
experiences being created?
Zalando isn’t just a shop – as our customer base grows, we start seeing
different needs and we want to create the most tting website for these
different types of customers. That’s how Zalando Lounge came to be! And
because the two are serving different purposes, it goes without saying that
the customer experience for each should be different too.
The difference between the experience created for each product depends on
the business model. This in uences the customers' motivation to actually
come to the website to make a purchase, but also affects the type of
customer experience the team creates. Zalando is one of the main sources
of inspiration for fashion in Europe. Customers use the site to nd out ts for
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all sorts of moments. However, when they go to Zalando Lounge, they’re
there to nd fashion deals only available for a limited time.
On the main site, we focus on the fact that a majority of users are there for
inspiration and we will show them examples of complete out ts. On the
other hand, at Zalando Lounge the focus is on the now and nding the right
product at the right price.
We have separate cross-functional teams for each part of the products but
we follow the same principles and methodologies for all to ensure the entire
business is streamlined and agile.
Many product managers and companies “think” great customer experience
will lead to an increase in revenue, but they are not sure of how to measure
the correlation. Can you share how you in Zalando analyze the impact of
optimizing CX?
To analyze the impact of optimizing the experience for our customers, we at
Zalando use a range of methods. It’s important to note that many of the
customer experience activities you conduct won’t immediately or directly
shift revenue. Often, you notice the impact when you look back long-term.
However, if you take a holistic view of customer experience, you’ll see that
better experience leads to increased loyalty and retention. We monitor this by
analyzing customer lifetime while also looking at the likelihood of a customer
buying additional products or using additional services.
And when customers begin to become advocates and recommend the
product or business to their peers, we know we’re doing something right.
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From a qualitative feedback point of view, we look at the NPS score and use
that to better serve our customers. As well as this, we incorporate website
feedback to look speci cally at a particular product or feature.
Quantitatively, we monitor daily returning customers and active users etc. We
look at who’s purchasing fashion items across both platforms and dive deep
into any negative experiences the customers might have.
By making the analysis time frame longer, we’re able to see the actual impact
of our customer experience efforts on the business. The feedback collected
helps us make better decisions on what to iterate as well as provide evidence
that something is working and heading in the right direction.
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By thinking customer ﬁrst, we
continuously improve user
experience to be easier and more
accessible for the modern age.

Buzz Archer
Senior Product Manager at

As a product manager of an award-winning startup, what do you think
allowed AtomTickets to capture customers’ hearts?
Atom Tickets was created to make it easier to get together with friends to
see a movie. By thinking customer rst, we continuously improve upon
making the movie going experience easier and more accessible for the
modern age.
Our user-friendly and socially driven interface allows users to instantly
search for lms, buy tickets, invite friends, and preorder concessions, making
for a streamlined, simple experience at the theater. Our focus on the
customer has enabled us to expand our social movie ticketing platform to
almost 22,000 screens across the US and Canada.
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When building a new product or developing new features, what are the top 3
sources tocollect ideas? Do customers’ opinions and feedback play a role?
As a product manager, I pull ideas from anywhere and everywhere. Our top 3
sources for ideas come from our customers, competitive intelligence, and
raw brainstorming inside our company. As a growth-stage startup,
customers’ opinions and feedback play a crucial role in helping us build out
stickier features by helping us focus on addressing the pain points that
matter.
How do you stay close to customers’ needs and preferences? Can you share
a best practice in listening to your customers?
We keep a pulse on customer needs and preferences both qualitatively and
quantitatively, which turns into a virtuous cycle. Qualitatively we regularly
send out customer NPS surveys, monitor app reviews / social media
feedback, run usability testing, and talk with our customers. Quantitatively,
we pull data from our funnel in order to come up with hypotheses to
understand why conversion rates are performing as shown. Because the
signal to noise ratio of just taking quantitative measures can be relatively
low, user feedback is crucial to validate or invalidate the hypotheses we
come up with.
How do you think feedback is important for product innovation, customer
retention andmarket expansion?
Feedback is important to view your products and features objectively.
Without feedback, you are left playing a guessing game when your feature is
out in the market. Assuming you can innovate, retain customers, or expand
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across markets without understanding customer pain points is like trying to
nd a needle in the haystack while blindfolded.
Does Atom Tickets have a process for implementing customer feedback to
make theproduct, user experience and marketing approaches better?
We prioritize customer feedback in the way we approach our product, user
experience, and marketing strategy. Every app review is visible to all Atom
employees through an internal Slack channel. We continuously run usability
studies for larger scale initiatives and use various tools to understand our
customer’s journey through our platform.
As a company that focuses highly on customer experience, how would you
de ne a goodcustomer experience? Is there a guideline to creating a good
CX?
A good customer experience at Atom Tickets is when the customer feels the
same sense of surprise and delight o ine that they have throughout the
digital experience. It’s something that is carried over from what you see on
our web and app experience when you are inviting friends to see movies,
purchasing movie tickets, and preordering concessions. If you’re emailing or
calling us, you should have that same feeling.
Lastly, what is the value of customer experience? Does CX affect money in
terms of thebottom line?
CX is a key part of why customers return to your product. Strong CX generally
results in increasingly robust retention cohorts and higher customer lifetime
values, which in turn impacts our bottom line.
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A customer experiences your
company as a whole which means
everyone should have a sense of
ownership in improving the
customer experience.
Mariel Argonza
Customer Success Lead at

Customer success teams are on the rst line in delivering product values to
customers, what are important characteristics for a customer success
agent and the team leaders?
I think it’s important to rst establish that the de nition and realization of
“value” will differ from customer-to-customer. Essentially, it’s the Customer
Success practitioner’s role to help de ne and realize those values. To do both
effectively, these characteristics stand out for me: listening and questionasking skills, a problem-solving mindset or the ability to “ gure it out”,
change management, time-sensitive and most importantly, customer
empathy.
What strategies does Hubspot adopt to create a good customer experience?
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And how does the customer support team play a role in that?
There are different teams involved in this area and what’s amazing to me is
that it goes beyond the customer’s experience with HubSpot as a software
but also considering their pre-purchase all the way to the renewal experience.
One of our Board of Directors, Jill Ward said it best that a customer’s
happiness is all about the end-to-end experience, not just one Support Ticket
or one call with a Customer Success consultant.
At the macro-level, a recent example I can think of is our Customer Code
scorecard where we ask our customers to grade us based on key tenets. At a
micro-level and speci cally to the Support team, Net Promoter Score (NPS),
qualitative feedback, and elding product requests and feedback are top of
mind.
Can you share a bit on what resources do you and your team use? And what
are the top 3 KPIs you look at?
I’ve been trying to get a hold of this sticker that says: “HubSpot runs on
HubSpot”. Our Marketing, Sales, and Customer Success (Services and
Support) teams all operate out of HubSpot to attract, engage and delight our
customers.
In terms of KPIs speci c to Customer Success, some of the indicators we
look at are Customer Dollar Retention (C$R), NPS which I also alluded to
above, and customer growth (e.g. additional product or service).
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Can you talk about tips on how to communicate with unsatis ed
customers?
I’d go back to some of the characteristics I described above: active listening,
question-asking skills and empathy go a long way in communicating with
unsatis ed customers and also building a trusted advisor status over time.
While, changing a negative to a positive attitude due to an outstanding
customer support is great, I think the next step is about in uencing a positive
behavior change.
If a customer called me today not knowing how to operate a certain feature
or accomplish a task, I want the customer leaving the call feeling happy
because their issue was resolved and also feeling empowered because I’ve
taken the time to teach them what to do in case they face a similar problem
in the future.
We believe collecting customer feedback is crucial for business growth,
how does Hubspot utilize customer feedback to add more value?
Relating back to our customer experience strategy, there are many teams
involved here with various feedback channels - in app, HubSpot Community,
our Partners, social, word-of-mouth, the list goes on. You might have seen
how we ditched the funnel where customers are the output in favor of the
ywheel where customers are at the center of everything we do.
A while back, HubSpot aimed to be an “all-in-one” solution though through
customer feedback, we learned that the companies we serve have a growing
tech stack and “adding value” now meant being able to connect these apps
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and the data that lives in them. This led us to our current platform play where
we now aim to be an “all-on-one”.
Lastly, how does a company improve its customer experiences? How do you
identify what/where to improve?
A customer experiences your company, product or service as a whole which
means everyone should be involved and have a sense of ownership in
improving the customer experience.
At a certain scale, a dedicated customer experience/happiness team will of
course make sense. This team may emerge organically alongside the needs
of your customer base though ultimately, I think a clear message and
commitment from leadership about the importance of improving customer
experience is key. At HubSpot, leadership communicates business priorities
through a strategic document we call the “MSPOT” (Mission, Serving, Plays,
Omissions and Targets).
I referenced our platform play above in response to growing customer
feedback - this overarching play is then put into action by various teams:
Product Team introduces new API endpoints, Marketing creates and
distributes platform-related content, Sales does tech stack discovery with
their prospects, Customer Success take into account integrations in their
solutions mapping and even our employee training program changes
because of this overarching play. So while there is a directive coming from
the top, everyone is also empowered to plan and execute on the ground
fostering a shared ethos of improving the customer experience.
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We spend a lot of time looking at
the requests of our customers and
understanding them as much as we
can to include them in planning and
development.
Joelle Waksman
Head of Customer Support at

What do you think are the goals of building a great customer experience?
Having a good product is incredibly important, but we’re seeing more and
more these days that the experience around purchasing, using, seeing results
from that product are just as impactful to getting and retaining customers.
The goals of a great customer experience are to leave the customer feeling
delighted and excited to be associated with your business.
What are the main strategies Calendly use to ensure great CX? How do you
de ne success, ie what metrics do you look at?
Our main KPIs for CX are Customer Satisfaction, Resolution Rate, and rst
response time. We believe and are experimenting with the concepts of faster
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is better. We’re comfortable moving quickly because our voice and approach
to tickets are so solid. In other words, we got really good at empathy,
transparency, e ciency, and so now we’re taking all of that and answering
users faster. The sooner we answer resolve their questions, the sooner they
can go back to scheduling, and scheduling well.
It’s awesome that Calendly have a dedicated team for customer experience,
can you share what your scopes are and how you work across departments
to ful ll your goals?
Our latest experiment was minimizing our First Response Time. We had
pretty much always been prioritizing our paid users as we promise a 3 hour
SLA. We spent a quarter shrinking that response time down to 15 minutes or
less. While this was exciting and we saw the obvious bene ts in the form of
happy and delighted users, we weren’t able to measure against our company
KPIs since these paid users were already well intentioned and pretty active.
We decided to keep this paid FRT down while focusing on getting the FRT for
users on our 2-week trial down as well. We shrunk this from about 141
minutes to only 7 minutes in <5 weeks, and are already seeing results. We’re
working closely with our BI team to dive deep into our company KPIs and see
if there is a lift in activation or conversation rates for this subset of users.
When we see the positive results, we’ll share the impact with our product
team who will likely use the ndings in their UX and activation experiments
within the self-serve onboarding process. Faster support = faster
engagement.
When working towards a better CX, do you collect feedback from
customers? What kind of feedback do you gather? What are some questions
you would ask them?
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Absolutely. A great customer experience is all about understanding and
exceeding their expectations, and a CX department is only successful if they
understand and adapt to the changing expectations of our users.
We usually take a close look at the general feedback we receive from day to
day interactions, as well as a proactive approach to understanding
expectations. For example, we know most users want to self-serve, so we
make sure our resources to do that are up-to-date at all times and proactively
create articles/videos for those questions they don’t even know to ask.
We believe collecting customer feedback is crucial for improving the
product experience and business growth, how does Calendly utilize
customer feedback to add more value? Are there any learnings or
implementations from those feedback?
We listen very closely to our users. At Calendly, we have probably upwards of
10 different channels, iterations, ways that we communicate feedback with
our Product + Marketing teams. We have automations to send tickets to
Jira/Slack/Trello boards that are constantly viewed by our PMs as well as
monthly meetings to allow for a deeper dive into our ndings.
Sometimes, the data and general feature requests are already totally
understood by both parties, but we still sync up to allow for our CX team to
share their “gut understanding” of why this request is popular, or what
change could be made to make a huge difference for users. We even
brainstorm features or changes totally outside of the current roadmap that
would be “unlockers” for other major user groups.
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There is often a gap between what the customers want and what the
company can offer. What are some ways to minimize that gap? How can the
company address those feedback while keeping a balance of its
development capacity?
Prior to all of our meetings and syncs in regards to feature request or
customer needs, the team (mostly Product) spends a lot of time in our Idea
Portal. We have an incredibly active user base who are very vocal about their
needs.
The Support and Success teams heavily encourage the users they interact
with to add their ideas there as it’s constantly monitored by our Product
team, and that’s the truth. We spend a lot of time looking at the requests of
our customers and understanding them as much as we can to include them
in planning and development. You should see what happens when PMs tell
CX a popular request is being created...a literal uproar of cheering and
applause, because we know how happy our users will be.
Lastly, many SaaS and B2B companies are just starting to take CX seriously,
can you give some tips on how and where to begin?
Yes! There is a lot to it, but the three things we pay most attention to are
empathy, transparency and e ciency. It’s incredibly important to level with
the user, and share the information you have honestly and effectively. Ideally,
you and your CX team are product experts, so any question that comes your
way you have either a solution or resources to that solution. Share that! If you
don’t, and you’re totally stumped by this user, share that with them too. Let
them know you’ve never seen what they have written about before and you’re
looking forward to nding a solution. Let them know the steps your taking,
and share the experience.
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Be kind. Be fast. Be smart about how you speak to people regardless of how
they’ve written in to you. Give them the right answer, and own up to it if you
don’t. Be a person, because they are a person too.
Once you have all of this down, set the tone on your team, and measure
against it. Always strive to grow and be better, and as a bonus, get users to
use your tool/stay/advocate for your company *mostly* because of the
customer experience they provide.
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